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1. Introduction 

A teacher's position is not only critical in his or 

her classroom, but also in society at large. He or she 

is responsible for communicating and passing on the 

intellectual values and technological knowledge of 

his or her age to the next. As a result, the teacher 

guarantees man's and civilisation's sustainability. 

In reality, by his teaching and commitment, 

the instructor is the key to quality education. He or 

she is frequently regarded as the child's surrogate 

parent, and the latter usually looks to his teacher for 

not only knowledge but also experience, spiritual and 

ethical principles. 

To put it another way, the teacher has to be a 

good boss. A boss is someone who is in control of 

his or her organisation and is responsible for its 

smooth operation in all aspects. 

A teacher's duties in the classroom are 

numerous in order to ensure the proper learning of 

his or her pupils.  

To ensure that students receive a satisfactory 

education in a secure climate and guarantee that 

teaching and learning are always effective 

To raise the students' self-esteem and self-

assurance and equip students with the intelligence, 

character, and skills they would need for higher 

education and life in society. 

The study is limited to Role of a Teacher in 

Society and teachers in Mahbubnagar district only 

and this is limited to 1200 teachers only. 

The null-hypotheses were formulated by the 

researcher. 

Related studies have been taken from the 

year 1971 to 2019. 

 

 

 

How should a modern teacher need to be 

➢ Make studying enjoyable: -Their primary 

duty is not only to educate, but also to train 

children for a better future. Rather than 

discussing topics in a technical manner by 

big dull seminars, they make their class 

entertaining and enjoyable. 

➢ Make real-world links: The children's nearest 

friends are good coaches. They facilitate 

learning by linking various topics to real-life 

scenarios. They use examples to illustrate 

how even the most complicated ideas can be 

quickly learned by applying them to daily 

life and how they can be implemented in the 

future. 

➢  Inspire Students: Teachers inspire students 

to learn and they often turn to their teachers 

for approval. Words of motivation such as 

"come on," "nice job," "well done," and 

"keep it up" perform wonders in inspiring 

pupils. In their lives, these appropriate terms 

are highly valuable. 

 

It's quick to exaggerate the value of a career 

in certain careers. People are more inclined to 

underestimate the role of teachers in our culture 

when it comes to our educators. 

Taking on the role of moulding the minds of 

children is a tremendous challenge. It is not an 

illusion to suggest that teachers have the ability to 

transform lives. Find the following important 

positions that reflect the value of teachers. 

One of the best gifts someone can give to 

another person is to show them knowledge in a way 

that they can remember and use. This opens students' 

minds to new viewpoints on life. 

The relational role of the teacher in the lives 

of students is often described. A instructor is both an 
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educator and a psychologist who must be able to read 

the thoughts of children. A teacher's role is to assist 

students in overcoming their fears. Teachers mould 

students' minds and perspectives on the environment. 

A decent teacher has the ability to inspire, while a 

poor teacher has the ability to suppress creativity. 

Teachers have the potential to mould potential 

leaders in the best possible way for society to create 

optimistic and motivated future generations, and 

thereby design society on a local and global scale. 

Teachers, in fact, have the most important job on the 

planet. Those that have an effect on society's children 

have the potential to improve lives. 

 

The following characteristics distinguish between 

a decent teacher and a genuinely excellent teacher 

who inspires their students. 

 

1.Compassion: Not just when working with 

pupils, but also with other teachers, school 

employees, and parents, compassion is 

essential. 

2. A Profound Love for Learning and 

Children: Teaching can be a very demanding 

profession, but excellent teachers must have a 

strong desire to keep working every day. 

3. Comprehension: Teachers must have a clear 

understanding of where their students are 

coming from, including their experiences, 

challenges, and skills. 

4. Patience is important. This is particularly true 

in teaching, and not just for students! Teachers 

must also be patient when coping with the 

educational environment, bureaucracy, and 

parents. 

5. Role Modeling Ability: Teachers must go to 

work every day recognising that their students 

can consume their acts like sponges. 

6. Communication Through Generations and 

Ages: Teachers must be able to engage easily 

with students from a variety of cultures and 

generations, as well as teaching personnel and 

colleagues from different generations. 

7. Willingness to Put in the Work: If a teacher 

doesn't care or put in the initiative, then neither 

will their pupils. 
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